I. INTRODUCTION
R ECENTLY, a new cosimulation concept called geographically distributed cosimulation has been drawing more and more attention in connection with intellectual property (IP)-based design using the Internet [2] , [3] or globally distributed design [4] , [5] . In such cosimulation environments, designers can simulate a system that consists of remotely located IP blocks without requiring local copies of the IP blocks or subsystem designs that are being developed by their colleagues across continents. IP providers and electronic design automation vendors also gain the benefits of allowing their IP blocks and proprietary tools (e.g., high-performance hardware emulators) to be accessed remotely while protecting their IP rights and tool licenses.
A. Performance Issue in Geographically Distributed Cosimulation
In applying geographically distributed cosimulation to such Internet-based design environments, we face a significant problem in terms of cosimulation performance: high communication overhead over the Internet. To make geographically distributed cosimulation practically useful, efficient performance optimization methods should be developed that reduce the high communication overhead. Since this communication overhead is caused by the transfer of messages between simulators, reducing the number of messages transferred between simulators is crucial.
There are two types of messages transferred among simulators involved in geographically distributed cosimulation: event-carrying messages and null messages. 1 In cosimulation of communication-intensive systems such as H.263 or wireless code division multiple access (CDMA) systems, the communication overhead of transferring event-carrying messages over the Internet can dominate cosimulation run-times. Since hardware (HW) and software (SW) simulators should synchronize with each other (via slow communication over the Internet) at every system clock tick to detect the occurrence of interrupt, the communication overhead of transferring null messages over the Internet can be prohibitively large, especially when interrupt is used as one of communication protocols in the system being designed.
Thus, the performance optimization methods of geographically distributed cosimulation should reduce both numbers of event-carrying messages and null messages simultaneously.
B. Previous Work
Distributed cosimulation has been extensively researched [6] - [8] . However, since geographically distributed cosimulation is a relatively new area, little research has been aimed at improving the performance of geographically distributed cosimulation.
As an effective method of improving the performance of geographically distributed cosimulation, a concept called selective focus [9] - [11] , [2] has been proposed. It allows designers to change the abstraction levels of communication models dynamically during cosimulation. Thus, the designers can trade off between cosimulation performance and accuracy.
In [3] , a geographically distributed simulation of IP-based designs called virtual simulation is presented. In the work, to improve the simulation performance, a group of simulation inputs (called patterns) to an IP block are buffered and then sent to a remotely located host, which then estimates the power consumption of the IP block in a batch process manner.
Hybrid cosimulation proposed in [12] and [13] reduces the number of null messages in distributed cosimulation environments where optimistic simulators and conservative simulators 2 coexist. Since optimistic simulation has an advantage in such a case that synchronization overhead is dominant [14] , optimistic cosimulation [15] can reduce the communication overhead by reducing the number of null messages. For the reduction of optimistic simulation overhead such as state-saving overhead, thread-based state-saving methods have been proposed in [15] .
In the societies of distributed simulation and parallel programming, there have been a few studies on improving simulation performance through message aggregation. In [16] , to reduce the communication overhead of transferring messages, transformation techniques such as loop unrolling are applied to parallel programs to aggregate messages into a less number of physical messages. In [17] , to reduce rollbacks caused by frequent exchanges of messages between optimistic simulators, message aggregation is performed on an aggregation window basis. Messages that occur inside the window (which slides on simulated time) are aggregated into a physical message.
C. Contribution of the Paper
In this paper, to reduce the number of event-carrying messages, we present a new concept called hierarchically grouped message (HGM). Basically, the HGM concept utilizes the fact that transmitting one large message is faster than transmitting multiple small-sized messages one by one. Correspondingly, the communication overhead over the Internet does not strictly depend on the sizes of messages being transferred, but rather strongly depends on the number of physical messages transferred.
The HGM concept proposed in this paper differs from the message aggregation concept in the following aspects. In [17] , the aggregation window is set to an interval of simulated time ignoring the semantics of messages. By contrast, in the HGM concept, the designer or an automated tool specifies HGMs using the semantics of messages-higher level information on messages transferred between SW and HW simulators-thereby obtaining more efficient cosimulation. In addition, the HGM concept is applied to hybrid cosimulation where conservative simulators and optimistic simulators coexist and considers cosimulation-specific characteristics such as handling interrupt.
Previous approaches on geographically distributed cosimulation present limitations. Some of these limitations require the designer to trade off between simulation accuracy and performance [9] - [11] , [2] ; other limitations prevent optimization methods from being applied to timed cosimulation [3] . Compared to the previous approaches, the proposed HGM concept has the advantage of improving the performance of geographically distributed timed cosimulation while preserving the timing accuracy. Furthermore, by integrating the HGM concept with hybrid and optimistic cosimulation, we can further improve the performance of geographically distributed timed cosimulation by reducing both the number of null messages as well as that of event-carrying messages. 2 In this paper, we call a simulator that does not perform optimistic simulation a conservative simulator.
D. Organization of this Paper
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give preliminaries, including terminology and basic assumptions used throughout this paper. In Section III, we describe the message grouping concept in hybrid and optimistic cosimulation. In Section IV, we address the issues of managing the HGM in hybrid and optimistic cosimulation. We give experimental results in Section V and conclude this paper in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we explain the terminology, assumptions, and the concepts of hybrid and optimistic cosimulation used in this paper.
A. Terminology

1)
Message: A timestamped event. In this paper, if there is no confusion between null messages and event-carrying messages, we use the term messages to denote event-carrying messages. 2) Optimistic/conservative simulators: Optimistic simulators can perform rollback while conservative simulators cannot.
3) Local virtual time (LVT) and global virtual time (GVT):
Each simulator has its own local time, called local virtual time. Global virtual time is the minimum of timestamps of in-transit messages 3 and local virtual times of simulators. 4) Straggler message: A message that has a timestamp earlier than the LVT of the receiving simulator. 5) Rollback: When an optimistic simulator receives a straggler message, it rolls back; that is, it restores a state whose timestamp is not later than the timestamp of the straggler message. 6) Antimessage: After rollback, to cancel a previously sent output message that has a timestamp later than the LVT, the simulator sends an antimessage to the simulator that received the message to be canceled. 7) Aggressive/lazy cancellation policies: In the aggressive cancellation policy, the simulator sends antimessages just after rollback. In the lazy cancellation policy, the simulator defers sending antimessages until its LVT again reaches the timestamp of the output message to be canceled. Then, after comparing the contents of the previously sent output message with those of a new output message to be sent at that time, it determines whether or not to send the antimessage.
B. Assumptions
Fig . 1 shows an example of communication interface between SW and HW from [18] . The dashed boxes enclosing the SW and HW parts denote corresponding simulators. The SW and HW simulators exchange messages carrying events across the boundary between the SW and the HW through the address/data buses, control pins such as wr_b and rd_b, and the interrupt pin. 4 To simplify explanation, in this paper, we assume that data transfer between SW and HW is performed using memorymapped I/O and interrupts. However, the HGM concept can be easily extended to the cases in which other types of HW-SW communication such as port-mapped I/O are used. For simplicity's sake, only a few number of communication signals are considered, as shown in Fig. 1 . We also assume that the cosimulation is performed with two processes: one for the SW simulator and the other for the HW simulator, as shown in Fig. 1 . The concept can be also applied to cosimulation with multiple processes [13] .
C. Hybrid and Optimistic Cosimulation
In this section, we briefly describe hybrid cosimulation and optimistic cosimulation.
1) Hybrid Cosimulation:
To explain hybrid cosimulation, we first introduce lock-step cosimulation. Fig. 2(a) shows an example of lock-step cosimulation. In lock-step cosimulation, simulators advance their local times by one system clock period in a lock-step manner and synchronize with each other at every system clock tick exchanging (null) messages to detect the occurrence of events (e.g., interrupt) to be exchanged. In the figure, white rectangles and the numbers on them represent simulation workloads and the corresponding local times in the simulators, respectively. Shaded rectangles represent simulator synchronization overhead in terms of runtime, which is caused by the transfer of null messages and event-carrying messages. Dashed arrows between simulators represent null messages, while solid arrows represent event-carrying messages. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , in lock-step cosimulation, synchronization overhead can dominate total cosimulation runtime.
To reduce such overhead, we perform hybrid cosimulation. In hybrid cosimulation, optimistic and conservative simulators are involved. Fig. 2(b) shows an example of hybrid cosimulation scenario. Assume that the solid arrow in this figure represents a message carrying an interrupt event from HW to SW. We assume that the SW simulator performs optimistic simulation and the HW simulator does not. First, the optimistic simulator runs its simulation for an adaptively controlled time window , saving its states at checkpoints (at time in this example) in preparation for a potential rollback. It stops the simulation at time W and sends a null message (the dashed arrow in the figure) to the conservative simulator (HW simulator). Then the optimistic simulator waits for a message to come from the conservative simulator. After receiving a message from the optimistic simulator, the conservative simulator starts to run until the time point W where the optimistic simulation has stopped. The conservative simulation may stop earlier at time , W as shown in the figure, if the conservative simulator comes to send an event-carrying message (in this example, an interrupt event) to the optimistic simulator at that time. In this case, since the timestamp of the message sent to the optimistic simulator (time ) is earlier than the time point where the optimistic simulator has stopped (time W ), the optimistic simulator rolls back to the checkpoint at time , which is not later than the timestamp of the straggler message (time ). However, if there is no event to be transferred from the conservative simulator to the optimistic simulator, then the conservative simulator stops at the time point where the optimistic simulator has stopped (time W ) and sends a null message to the optimistic simulator.
After updating the size of W , the optimistic simulator starts to run until the new window elapses. The cosimulation continues running in this way. Note that in hybrid cosimulation a simulator stops its simulation when it sends a message to another simulator or after the time window W elapses. For more details of hybrid cosimulation, refer to [12] and [13] .
2) Optimistic Cosimulation: When the simulators involved in the cosimulation are all optimistic simulators, we perform optimistic cosimulation. Each optimistic simulator has its own LVT and manages its state queue and input/output message queues. Each optimistic simulator works as follows. It looks up the input message queue to find an input message having a timestamp equal to LVT, processes the message (if any), and advances its LVT. If there is any straggler input message, then the optimistic simulator rolls back its LVT according to the timestamp of the straggler message.
To constrain the memory usage for state saving in the simulation host, GVT is calculated. States and messages having timestamps earlier than GVT can be removed from the state queue and the input/output message queues. 5 For the details of optimistic cosimulation, refer to [15] .
Even when there are conservative simulators involved in the cosimulation, if there is also more than one optimistic simulator involved, we can still apply the optimistic cosimulation concept to the coordination among the optimistic simulators. However, we apply the hybrid cosimulation concept to the coordination between optimistic simulators and conservative simulators [13] . Fig. 3 shows an example of message transfer between the SW and HW simulators in the cosimulation of an H.263 decoder system [19] . We assume that SW writes 64 data words to the HW, which implements the inverse discrete cosine transformation (IDCT) function. On the completion of IDCT, an interrupt is sent to the SW to signal the completion. The execution time of the IDCT function is not assumed to be fixed (the minimum and maximum bounds may be given). After receiving the interrupt, the SW reads 64 data words from the HW as a result of the IDCT function. In the processor where the SW runs, the write and read operation can be performed by executing memory store and load instructions (e.g., STR, STM, LDR, and LDM instructions in an ARM7 processor [20] ). To write each of the data words, the SW sends the address value and data value to the HW; for example, in Fig. 4(a) , address(0) and data(0). To receive each of the data words, after the SW sends the address value to the HW, the HW sends the data word corresponding to the received address value to the SW.
III. MESSAGE GROUPING IN HYBRID AND OPTIMISTIC COSIMULATION
A. Message Grouping in Hybrid Cosimulation
In this section, we assume that the SW simulator performs optimistic simulation and the HW simulator does not. For the output message cancellation in optimistic simulation, we adopt lazy cancellation policy. Fig. 4(a) shows a hybrid cosimulation scenario where 64 data words are transferred from SW to HW. Fig. 4(b) shows the case of data transfer from HW to SW. These two cases correspond to the two dashed boxes in Fig. 3 . In Fig.  4 , numbers beside arrows represent the execution order in each cosimulation scenario. In the figure, thick arrows represent the execution of each simulator.
In Fig. 4(a) , the optimistic simulator (SW simulator) runs first (arrow numbered 1) and stops when it sends a message (containing an address value, e.g., address(0)) to the conservative simulator (arrow numbered 2). After receiving the message, the conservative simulator runs until the time point where the optimistic simulator has stopped (arrow 3); it then sends a null message (arrow 4) to notify the optimistic simulator that the conservative simulator has run up to the destined time point. If the cosimulation scenario in Fig. 4(a) is performed in a geographically distributed cosimulation environment, the network communication overhead caused by the large number of small-sized messages 6 can yield serious performance degradation. To resolve such a problem caused by the transfer of a large number of small-sized messages, we can transfer multiple data words at a time by grouping them as shown in Fig. 4(c) . In this example, we put 128 messages (64 messages for address values and 64 messages for data values) transferred from SW to HW into a group of message (thick arrow 2). In constructing a group of messages during cosimulation, we do not raise the abstraction levels of original messages or events, but keep them unchanged. Thus, the timing accuracy of cosimulation can be maintained after the grouping process. We simply delay sending messages belonging to a group until all the messages belonging to the group are ready to be sent. When the messages are ready, they are grouped into a physical message and sent to the receiving simulator (HW simulator). In Fig. 4(c) , the group of messages is represented by the thick arrow numbered 2 between the SW and HW simulators. This figure illustrates that the concept of message grouping can give significant reduction in the number of physical messages. Fig. 4(d) shows a hybrid cosimulation scenario using message grouping for the case of Fig. 4(b) . Since the SW reads 64 data words from the HW, the SW simulator sends to the HW simulator a group of messages (thick arrow 2), which contain 64 messages for address values. The HW simulator sends a group of messages (thick arrow 4) containing 64 messages for data values. In Fig. 4(d) , the group of messages (thick arrow 4) sent by the HW simulator contains messages whose timestamps are earlier than the LVT of the SW simulator. Thus, the SW simulator should roll back. In Fig. 4(d) , the white arrow numbered 5 represents rollback in SW simulation. Since we adopted lazy cancellation policy for output message cancellation, after rollback the optimistic simulator does not have to cancel the output messages already sent in the group of messages (thick arrow 2).
In the case of the given example, result data items of IDCT operation do not change the addresses (thick arrow 2) sent before. Thus, lazy cancellation prevents resending the messages containing the addresses. In the case that the received data items change the addresses and the optimistic SW simulator cancels the previously sent output messages to send new messages containing changed addresses (i.e., there is circular dependency among messages exchanged between two simulators), since the new messages are straggler messages to the conservative simulator, causality error can occur on the side of the conservative simulator. Thus, in hybrid cosimulation, the HGM concept should not be applied to the message group with circular dependency among messages.
By applying the concept of message grouping to the example in Fig. 3 , we can reduce the number of physical messages as shown in Fig. 5 . Group in the figure represents messages transferred from the SW simulator to the HW simulator while the SW writes 64 data words to the HW. Group and Group are transferred while the SW reads 64 data words from the HW. 
B. Message Grouping in Optimistic Cosimulation
The concept of message grouping also has the advantage of reducing the number of rollbacks in optimistic cosimulation. Fig. 6 illustrates an example of message communication between SW and HW simulators in optimistic cosimulation, where we assume that both SW and HW simulators perform optimistic simulation. We also assume a case that the SW reads 64 data words from the HW, which corresponds to the case in Fig. 4(b) .
In memory load (or store) instructions that are performed for the SW to read (write) 64 data words from (to) the HW, the time gap between the event on the address bus [e.g., address(0)] and the associated event on the data bus [e.g., data(0)] is within a few clock cycles in the simulated time. However, due to high communication overhead (e.g., at least a few milliseconds per message transfer) in geographically distributed cosimulation environments, when the data word requested by the SW arrives at the SW simulator, the SW simulator (e.g., one that has millions of cycles/second performance on high-performance workstations) may have proceeded further into the future in the simulated time. Such a straggler message causes rollback in the receiving optimistic simulator (in this example, the SW simulator). The leftward arcs in Fig. 6 represent rollbacks caused by such straggler messages.
As shown in Fig. 6(a) , optimistic cosimulation suffers from excessive rollbacks when the message transfer between simulators is performed intensively in a short period of simulated time. By grouping messages, we can reduce such excessive rollbacks as shown in Fig. 6(b) . In this example, we group 64 messages transferred from the SW (HW) to the HW (SW) into a single physical message Group (Group ). Since only two physical messages are transferred, in Fig. 6(b) , rollback occurs only twice in total.
Note that, basically, the concept of grouping messages is applicable since we are assuming optimistic simulation. While the delay of message transfers can cause causality errors in the message-sending simulator when the message-receiving simulator sends straggler messages to the message-sending simulator, in optimistic simulation, however, the causality errors can be recovered by the rollback mechanism.
IV. MANAGEMENT OF HIERARCHICALLY GROUPED MESSAGES IN HYBRID AND OPTIMISTIC COSIMULATION
The grouping of messages is done hierarchically. Fig. 7 illustrates an example of constructing such a hierarchically grouped message (HGM) when the SW writes 64 data words to the HW. The addresses of the 64 data words are assumed to range from 0x80 to 0xbc. 7 Each of the events on the address/data buses or control signals such as wr_b generates a message transferred between the SW and HW simulators. For the construction of an HGM, first we build a subgroup with messages carrying events on the address/data buses and control signals for transferring a single data word as shown in Fig. 7 . Then we group the subgroups into a single HGM. As such, higher level groups of messages are constructed by grouping lower level messages or subgroups in a hierarchical way.
A. Specification of HGM Based on Regular Expression
An HGM is specified manually by the designers or an automated tool. 8 In cases where the data transfer between SW and HW is performed using memory mapped I/O, each HGM has a sequence of address values associated with it. Thus, we specify the HGM based on the associated sequence of address values.
As a formal method to specify an HGM, we use regular expression [21] . For example, in Fig. 7 , the HGM transferring 64 data words has a sequence of address values ranging from 0x80 to 0xbc. Thus, it can be specified by a regular expression (0x80)(0x84)(0x88) (0xbc). For another example, we recall Fig. 1 and assume that the SW writes 64 data words to the HW using the same address value of 0x80. The HW core reads the data words one by one from the same memory location synchronous with the write operation. After transferring the whole set of 64 data words, the SW sends a job initiation signal called go whose address value is assumed to be 0x84 to the HW to initiate the execution of the HW core. In this case, the designer specifies the HGM using a regular expression (0x80)64(0x84). 9 At the beginning of the construction of an HGM, there can be multiple candidate regular expressions that partially match the address sequence being monitored. The simulator finishes constructing the HGM and sends it to the receiving simulator when one of the candidate regular expressions yields a perfect match with the address sequence. If it is found that no regular expression yields a perfect match, then the simulator sends a partial HGM. By a partial HGM, we mean a set of messages that belong to an HGM and have been collected up to some time point where the regular expression of the HGM is not satisfied yet. In Section IV-C, the cases in which the partial HGM should be sent will be described in detail.
B. Construction of HGM During Cosimulation
During cosimulation, each simulator monitors the values on the address bus and starts to construct an HGM by detecting the start address value (e.g., 0x80 in Fig. 7 ) of the regular expression of the HGM. During the construction of the HGM, output messages are not sent to their receiving simulator. Instead, they are stored in the output message queue. If the sequence of address values satisfies the regular expression of the HGM (for the example of Fig. 7 , if the simulator detects the end address 0xbc), then the simulator creates a physical message with the unsent messages in the output message queue and sends it to the receiving simulator. We refer to the time period between the start time and the end time of the construction of an HGM as an HGM construction period.
From the implementational viewpoint, an HGM is an array of messages. From the viewpoint of the receiving simulator that reads each incoming message one by one from the Internet communication channel, there is no difference between messages sent as a group and individually sent messages.
C. Sending a Partial HGM
The HGM construction process requires some modification in the cases where 1) interrupt occurs during the construction of an HGM and 2) an HGM is constructed during the data dependent execution.
1) Handling Interrupt:
The simulator can send a partial HGM on the occurrence of interrupt. Consider hybrid cosimulation, for example, where the SW reads 64 data words from the HW. Assume that the execution of SW can be interrupted (e.g., by a timer interrupt to the SW processor) during the read operation. Fig. 8(a) illustrates a case which is actually similar to the case shown in Fig. 4(d) . The difference is that, in Fig.  8(a) , an interrupt is sent to the SW while the HW simulator is constructing an HGM which is supposed to carry 64 data words going to the SW. In this case, since the SW execution will be interrupted by the interrupt sent by the HW, the transfer of the whole set of 64 data words is not guaranteed. Thus, the HW simulator stops constructing the HGM and sends the partial HGM [thick arrow 4 in Fig. 8(a) ] as well as the interrupt message (arrow 5) to the SW simulator. Then the SW simulator rolls back (white arrow 6) due to the partial HGM (arrow 4). Fig. 8(b) shows the same case in optimistic cosimulation. In the figure, while the SW simulator is constructing an HGM that will contain messages of 64 address values, an interrupt is sent to SW. In this case, since the SW execution is interrupted by the interrupt event, the SW simulator stops constructing the HGM and sends the partial HGM (possibly after rollback), e.g., the messages collected up to the time point where the SW receives the interrupt, to the HW simulator.
2) Construction of HGM in Data-Dependent Execution: To avoid a lengthy delay caused by data-dependent executions (e.g., data-dependent loops) during the construction of an HGM, the simulator can send a partial HGM if the delay exceeds a timeout value ( ) set by the designer. Since is used only to control the construction of HGM, is considered only during the HGM construction period. In Fig. 9 . Geographically distributed cosimulation of a wireless CDMA cellular phone system. optimistic cosimulation, if LVT LVT start , where LVT start represents the LVT when the simulator starts to construct the HGM, then the simulator sends a partial HGM. In hybrid cosimulation, optimistic simulation runs for the time interval whose size is the minimum of and W . Thus, if LVT LVT start , W , then the simulator sends a partial HGM. If is set to zero, then the HGM concept is not used.
D. Construction of HGM in Hybrid Cosimulation
As explained in Section II-C1, in hybrid cosimulation the simulator stops its simulation when it sends a message to the other simulator or after the time window W elapses. However, when we apply the HGM concept to hybrid cosimulation, the optimistic SW simulator does not stop its simulation during the construction of an HGM. It may continue the simulation beyond W . After the construction of the HGM, it stops the simulation, sends the HGM to the other simulator, and waits for a message to come from the other simulator.
Basically, only the optimistic simulator can construct HGMs since potential causality errors caused by the delay of message transfer must be recovered by the rollback mechanism. However, in the case that the SW simulator is an optimistic one, the conservative HW simulator can also construct the HGM.
E. Calculation of GVT During the Construction of HGM
In optimistic cosimulation, every simulator calculates GVT autonomously when the calculation is required. When a simulator needs to calculate GVT, it sends to other simulators a request for information required to calculate GVT. Each simulator receiving the request acknowledges by sending the minimum among its LVT and the timestamps of unprocessed messages in its input message queue. If a simulator receives such a request while the simulator is constructing an HGM, then it sends to the requesting simulator the minimum among its LVT, the timestamps of unprocessed input messages, and the timestamps of unsent output messages.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Examples
We perform geographically distributed cosimulation for three examples: a wireless CDMA cellular phone system [22] , an H.263 decoder [19] , and a JPEG encoder [23] . Fig. 9 shows the CDMA system based on the IS-95 specification [24] . The system consists of two mobile stations (MSs), a base station (BS), and air channel models. The MS and BS communicate with each other on a 20-ms frame basis. Call processor and code excited linear prediction vocoder in the MS generate the frame data and send them to the transmitter (Tx) of the CDMA modem in the MS. The Tx in the MS sends the frame data via the air channel model to the BS. The BS receives the frame data through its receiver (Rx), processes them for such operations as call initialization, conversation, registration, etc., then sends the frame data to the MS or another MS. In our experiment, we run cosimulation for 60-frame data.
For the H. Table I shows the simulator configurations of our experiments. For the CDMA system, we use Ptolemy [25] (as the conservative simulator) and an ARM7 instruction set simulator (ISS) having optimistic simulation features [26] in hybrid cosimulation. Since Ptolemy does not perform optimistic simulation, we omit optimistic cosimulation for the CDMA system. For hybrid cosimulation of the H.263 and JPEG examples, we use the ARM7 ISS for optimistic SW simulation and a HW emulator [27] based on Xilinx XC4085. The HW emulator is connected to the network through a PC and does not perform optimistic simulation but takes the role of a conservative simulator. In optimistic cosimulation, we use a commercial cyclebased simulator, Synopsys Cyclone, for optimistic HW simulation utilizing its checkpoint and restore functions [28] . For optimistic cosimulation, we use optimistic simulation library functions [15] , which are linked with the ARM7 ISS and Cyclone. Fig. 10 shows a simplified view of our optimistic cosimulation. For the case of Synopsys Cyclone, we use C language interface (CLI) to link the optimistic simulation library functions with Cyclone. We also use a wrapper process (a Unix process) to issue simulation commands such as run, checkpoint, and restore to Cyclone, as shown in Fig. 10 . We run the ARM7 ISS, Synopsys Cyclone, and Ptolemy on UltraSparc I workstations with the clock speed of 143 MHz. In Table I , we use the number of hops to denote the number of Internet connections in a geographically distributed cosimulation environment. 10 To investigate the effect of communication overhead via Internet, we experimented with two different geographically distributed cosimulation environments: one with and the other with . The one with uses two workstations and a PC connected by the campus network (10-Mbps ATM LAN) at Seoul National Univ (SNU) in Korea. The case of uses a connection between a workstation and a PC at SNU and a workstation at Virginia Institute of Technology (VT) in the United States. In the case of the CDMA system, as shown in Fig. 9 , we simulate the call processor and vocoder part of the MS on the ARM7 ISS located at VT and the other part of the CDMA system on Ptolemy located at SNU in Korea.
B. Simulator Configurations
C. Specification of HGMs
According to the IS-95 specification [24] , there are four rates of frame data specified for the reverse traffic channel from the MS and the BS to which we apply the HGM concept in our experiments. 11 We construct HGMs for transferring one frame data (16, 40, 80 , or 172 data words depending on the rate) between the MS call processor/vocoder and the MS modem (Tx and Rx). For the H.263 and JPEG examples, we construct HGMs for transferring 64 data between SW and HW. In our implementation, a single nongrouped message has 44 bytes of information. For SW to write one data word to HW (e.g., STR instruction in ARM7 processor), four messages are transferred from the SW simulator to the HW simulator. 12 In the case that SW reads one data word from HW (e.g., LDR instruction in ARM7 processor), a single message is transferred from the HW simulator to the SW simulator together with four messages transferred from the SW simulator to the HW simulator. Thus, in the CDMA example, an HGM from the MS call processor/vocoder to the MS modem contains 2816 to 30 272 bytes and an HGM from the MS modem to the MS call processor/vocoder contains 704 to 7568 bytes. In the H.263 and Table II gives run-times 13 of hybrid cosimulation for three examples. Compared with the cases where the HGM concept is not applied, by applying the HGM concept, we can obtain 1.18 times (CDMA), 11.28 times (H.263), and 5.61 times (JPEG) performance improvement when . As the communication overhead increases-i.e., as increases-the runtimes of hybrid cosimulation without the HGM concept increase steeply. However, by applying the HGM concept to the hybrid cosimulation, cosimulation run-times increase much slower so that we can obtain higher performance improvement up to 19.62 times (CDMA), 51.16 times (H.263), and 65.01 times (JPEG) in the case of , as shown in Table II . In our experiments of hybrid cosimulation, when , the network traffic condition causes up to 30% variation (maximum-minimum) of cosimulation run-time. 14 As shown in Table III , by applying the HGM concept to hybrid cosimulation, the numbers of physical messages are reduced down to 0.35% (CDMA), 0.78% (H.263), and 0.84% 13 In our experiments, we obtained average run-times by running cosimulation three times.
D. Experiments for Hybrid Cosimulation
14 Actually, simulation run-times vary depending on the network condition. Even in a single day, the network condition fluctuates frequently. Thus, the variation of simulation runtimes can be more than 30% for the cosimulation environments with different network configurations. 
E. Experiments for Optimistic Cosimulation
As shown in Table IV , by applying the HGM concept to optimistic cosimulation, we can obtain 1.53 and 1.40 times (1.20 and 1.44 times) performance improvement for the H.263 example (for the JPEG example) in the two cases of . Note that the cycle-based HW simulator is used in optimistic cosimulation for the HW part simulation while the HW emulator is used in hybrid cosimulation. Thus, run-times of optimistic cosimulation in Table IV are longer than those of corresponding cases in hybrid cosimulation in Table II . Table V shows that by applying the HGM concept, the numbers of physical messages are reduced down to 5.18% (H.263) and 4.67% (JPEG). Table VI shows the reduction in the numbers of rollbacks by applying the HGM concept to optimistic cosimulation. We obtain more than four times reduction in the numbers of rollbacks for the two examples. Fig. 11 shows the histograms of the number of rollbacks when . In the figure, rollback distance represents the amount of simulated time canceled by rollback. The figure shows that the numbers of short rollbacks are dramatically reduced by applying the HGM concept, while those of long rollbacks slightly increase. The increase in the numbers of long rollbacks is due to the delayed message transfer for the construction of the whole HGM. In our experiments, however, such an increase does not noticeably degrade optimistic cosimulation performance.
Comparing the data in Tables II and IV , we see that the HGM concept is much more effective in hybrid cosimulation than in optimistic cosimulation. The reason is as follows. In hybrid cosimulation without the HGM concept, two simulators synchronize at least once at every message transfer, as described in Section II-C1. For one simulator to continue its simulation, it should wait to receive a message (a null message or an event carrying message) from the other simulator. Therefore, grouping messages saves much time otherwise consumed for such synchronization. On the contrary, in optimistic cosimulation, simulators do not stop to wait for messages. Therefore the amount of time consumed for the synchronization is small even when the HGM concept is not used.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the concept of hierarchically grouped message to improve the performance of geographically distributed cosimulation by reducing the number of physical messages transferred between simulators. We have obtained significant performance improvement by applying the proposed concept to geographically distributed cosimulation of practical examples even in an internationally distributed cosimulation environment. Our experiments show that the HGM concept enables geographically distributed cosimulation to be applied to practical situations.
Currently, we are integrating hybrid and optimistic cosimulation together with the HGM concept into an existing system design framework. We are also investigating the problem of automating the message grouping process, which is currently done manually. Our future work includes developing efficient synchronization methods in hybrid distributed cosimulation environments where software simulators, hardware simulators, and analog circuit simulators coexist.
